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Abstract

To study a fission path, we investigated the potential energy surface of U-236 with respect
to its quadrupole and octupole deformations, using the microscopic theoretical model with
Skyrme-type effective interactions. We divided the potential energy surface into 7 terms to
investigate their contributions to the fission barrier height. Although the height is decided
from the competition among the terms, we found the Coulomb term and a combination of
others excluding the spin-orbit and pairing energy terms have a relatively small interaction
dependence. It indicates that the amplitudes of spin-orbit and pairing energy will affect the
barrier height.

1 Introduction

Minor Actinides (MA) are produced through a sequence of neutron-capture, β-, and α-decays
in nuclear reactors. The MAs affect the performance of nuclear reactors and the composition
of nuclei in the radioactive waste. Therefore, nuclear data such as the fission product yield
of MA is necessary for reactor technology and to deal with the radioactive waste effectively.
However, the data is insufficient and its uncertainty is large, due to the difficulty of experiments
using highly radioactive materials. A theoretical approach is one of the effective techniques to
prepare unmeasured data or to predict unmeasurable data. The macro-micro models [1, 2] that
consist of the liquid drop model [3] and a quantum correction have been employed widely for the
fission study. The liquid drop model is employed to describe the bulk property of the nucleus,
and the quantum correction is introduced for the nuclear shell effects. The parameters in the
model and correction are phenomenologically determined to reproduce the nuclear properties
well. Although the model works well to explain and reproduce the known data, its prediction
power might be small for unknown data. To supply and predict the data of MA or unmeasured,
we should have a more fundamental approach in which the empirical methods are excluded as
far as possible. Therefore we employ a microscopic mean-field model that can describe nuclei
from the degree of freedom of nucleon to investigate the fission phenomena. Our model employs
the Skyrme effective interaction [4], which has been developed to describe the basic nuclear
properties in the vicinity of ground states: nuclear binding energy, nuclear matter parameters,
radius, deformation, and shell structure. We should investigate carefully the applicability of
these effective interactions to be applied to nuclear fission because the nuclei become much
deformed in the way to scission hence they are far from their ground states. In this study, we
calculate the potential energy surface (PES) of the U-236 assuming the compound nucleus of
n + U-235 reaction, and investigate the difference among the PES given by existing Skyrme
effective interactions.
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2 Method

We employ the Skyrme-Hartree-Fock+BCS model [5] and impose constraints on the nuclear
shape [6] of U-236. To describe any nuclear deformation in this work, the wave function is
represented in the three-dimensional coordinate space. The three Skyrme effective interactions
(SkM∗, SLy4, SkI3) are employed. The Skyrme effective interaction is written with the delta
function of a space r, as follows:
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∇j)/2i) which acts on the right (left) side. These parameters are adjusted to reproduce nuclear
properties according to the protocol of each parameter set. The SkM∗ parameter set is to
reproduce the fission barrier height of the Pu-240 [7], the SLy4 is designed to deduce the nucleon
matter properties [8], and the SkI3 is prepared to reproduce the single-particle states of Pb-208
which the relativistic mean-field model deduces [9]. We can calculate the energy of a system from
the expectation value of the Skyrme interaction by the many-body wave function. Normally,
Skyrme interaction is divided into the central force and spin-orbit force. However, it is divided
into the four forces because we want to investigate the behavior of each term in detail. The first
term in Eq.(1) is named volume term which works as the attractive force, the second and third
terms are reflected the nuclear surface properties due to including the differential operators. The
fourth term is named density-dependent term which works as a repulsive force. The last term
means the spin-orbit force. The many-body wave function formed as BCS-type [10] is employed
in which the single-particle states and the pairing correlation are determined self-consistently.
We calculate the PES of U-236 in which the fission reaction of U-235 induced a thermal neutron
is assumed. The constraints on nuclear shape are expressed with the radial direction r and the
spherical harmonics Ylm. The quadrupole Q̂20 and octupole Q̂30 operators are applied to express
the elongation and mass asymmetry of the nucleus, respectively. Their forms are:

Q̂20 = r2Y20 =

√
5

16π
r2(3 cos2 θ − 1),

Q̂30 = r3Y30 =

√
7

16π
r3(5 cos3 θ − 3 cos θ). (2)

For the investigation of the fission path, the PES is calculated with these constraints. The
constraints are introduced to the Hamiltonian Ĥ, such as Lagrange multiplier:

Ĥ
′
= Ĥ −

∑
l=2,3

λl0

(
Q̂l0 −Ql0

)2
, (3)

where λl0 is the Lagrange multiplier and Ql0 is the expectation value ⟨Q̂l0⟩ with the many-body
wave function. The procedure to calculate the PES is 1) to prepare the ground state, 2) to
elongate the nucleus with using Q̂20, and 3) to add the octupole moment using Q̂30 for the
expression of mass asymmetry.

3 Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows the PES with respect to Q20 and Q30 using SkI3 parameter set. The PES dE
can be calculated as the difference between the ground state energy EG.S. and the energy at the



each point E(Q20, Q30), and as follows;

dE = E(Q20, Q30)− EG.S.. (4)

The dashed line shows the symmetry fission path corresponding to Q30 = 0, and the solid line
shows a path following a valley of the PES in Figure 1. Nucleon densities at some important
points are given in this figure, additionally, it is clear that the path written by the solid line is
easier to undergo fission than the dashed one. Figure 2 shows the results of dE along the two
fission paths. The dashed and the solid line are the same as in Figure 1. All of interactions
have the ground state, the 2nd minimum, the inner fission barrier Binner and the outer fission
barrier Bouter. The two-humped barrier structure can be seen for the three effective interactions
and the mass asymmetric deformation allows the decreasing the Bouter. Our results and the
experimental data for EG.S. [12] and for the fission barrier heights are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Calculation results for EG.S., Binner, Bouter (Q30 = 0) and Bouter (Q30 ̸= 0) using
different Skyrme interactions together with experimental values

Force SkM∗ SLy4 SkI3 exp.

EG.S. (MeV) −1796.97 −1796.46 −1799.85 −1790.41
Binner (MeV) 8.4 10.4 8.7 4.9
Bouter (Q30 = 0) (MeV) 13.1 18.1 14.2 -
Bouter (Q30 ̸= 0) (MeV) 7.2 10.2 6.3 5.8

This result reveals that our calculation overestimates the experimental data of the fission
barrier height [11]. To elucidate the reason for this overestimation, we investigate which terms
contribute to and which manner to the fission barrier in the following.

Figure 1: The PES of SkI3 with respect to Q20 and Q30



Figure 2: The fission path with respect to Q20

The total binding energy Etot of each interaction can be divided into 7 terms which are Et0,
Et1,t2, Et3, Els, the kinetic energy Ekinetic, the Coulomb energy ECoulomb, and the pairing energy
Epair:

Etot = Et0 + Et1,t2 + Et3 + Els + Ekinetic + ECoulomb + Epair

= ESkyrme + Ekinetic + ECoulomb + Epair. (5)

The Skyrme energy ESkyrme is composed of the volume energy Et0, the surface energy Et1,t2,
the density dependence energy Et3, and the spin-orbit energy Els. It is difficult to specify their
contributions to the fission barrier because they have a complicated competition. To extract the
major characterizing the barrier, we search a combination of the energy terms which have a small
interaction-dependence, namely, the non-characteristic parts of the PES on all interactions.

Figure 3 shows the result of them. These energies is calculated as the same way of Eq.(4).
The solid line shows SkM∗, the dashed one is SLy4 and the dotted one is SkI3. The left panel
represents the sum of Et0 + Et1,t2 + Et3 + Ekinetic. This summation increases with increasing
Q20 for the three effective interactions. On the other hand, ECoulomb decreases with increasing
Q20, because the Coulomb force is inversely proportional to the distance of the charge. There
are small interaction dependences on the sum of Et0+Et1,t2+Et3+Ekinetic and ECoulomb, which
indicates that the Els and Epair have a very important role to form the fission barrier.



Figure 3: The contributions for dE: (left) Et0 + Et1,t2 + Et3 + Ekinetic, and (right) ECoulomb

The behavior of the Els and Epair are compared with the fission path in Figure 4. The upper
left (right) shows Els (Epair) and the lower left shows the fission path. The solid (dotted) arrow
indicates a bump (valley) of the fission path. These results show that Els has in-phase and, Epair

has the out-of-phase with the fission path. The phase relationship between the spin-orbit force
and the pairing correlation has been known for the previous nuclear structure study [13]. We
point out that there are small interaction dependences on the sum of Et0+Et1,t2+Et3+Ekinetic

and ECoulomb. Therefore, the Els and Epair might have an important role to decide the fission
barrier height.

Figure 4: The behavior of the Els and Epair



4 Conclusion

We investigate the PES of U-236 by the constraint Skyrme-Hartree-Fock+BCS with respect
to the quadrupole Q20 and octupole Q30 momentums. Our calculation reproduces the two-
humped barrier structure on the fission path, shows also that the degree of freedom for the
mass asymmetry on fission products, namely, Q30 effects, allows the decreasing the outer barrier
height. The calculated fission barriers overestimate the experimental data. In order to elucidate
the reason for the overestimation, the fission path is decomposed into 7 terms. The sum of
Et0 + Et1,t2 + Et3 + Ekinetic, and the ECoulomb have a small interaction-dependence. Thus, the
Els and Epair might affect the fission barrier height.
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